Status

• Completed:
  – draft-ietf-tsvwg-rfc-4960-bis-00.txt
    RFC 4960 as an ID using the nroff sources.
  – draft-ietf-tsvwg-rfc-4960-bis-01.txt
    RFC 4960 as an ID using xml.
  – draft-ietf-tsvwg-rfc-4960-bis-02.txt
    Integrates all changes from RFC8540.
  – draft-ietf-tsvwg-rfc-4960-bis-03.txt
    Editorial fixes and updating the references.

• WIP:
  – draft-ietf-tsvwg-rfc-4960-bis-04.txt
    Cleanup of must/MUST, should/SHOULD, ...

• To Do:
  – Improve text for sending INIT chunks when multiple remote addresses are available:
  – Possibly: layout improvements